96 olds cutlass supreme problems

Automotive Forums. Having a problem with this car where when you start it most times in the
mornings after sitting all night. It starts and has a rough idle, sometimes a jerky feel to it, and
backing out of the driveway in reverse and as soon as you go forward it kind of hesitates then
smooths out in a few seconds. I've had a problem with it not starting twice now and I would
assume whatever is causing the above problem is the same issue here. After letting it sit for a
bit or giving it gas while starting it fires up then I get the jerky rough idling for a few seconds
then smooths out again. Sometimes the check engine light comes on and a test at autozone
always shows a code for the o2 sensor. I've had this car in the shop twice, once for a complete
diagnostic test where I told him about the light coming on and what the test at autozone said.
He tested the fuel pump and said it was fine and same for the o2 sensor and other things and
everything checked out fine. The only advice he gave me was that the intake manifold gasket
had a slow leak and he couldn't tell if it was getting inside or not. He also said that a o2 sensor
doesn't go bad then all the sudden is good again, like he said after testing it. He said it did show
the o2 error in the computer's history. He said he wouldn't replace the gasket but refered me to
someone. This mechanic could't explain the rough start, etc. This other mechanic which
replaced the gasket's for me kept the car for a few days and drove it around to see if he could
get the same problems I am having rough start, etc. Never happened to him either. The next day
it started again. The leak wasn't getting inside. This issue doesn't happen everyday but often
enough that it needs attention. I don't know what it could be and I can't afford to keep it in the
shop if they don't know what's wrong either. Any ideas? Many things can cause this, my 97
Lumina did the same thing for years. I would check the vacuum hose on the fuel press. Thanks
for the reply. I did forget to mention the plugs were changed and had the original plugs still in it.
The wires were not replaced. I did put some STP Complete the most expensive one at Walmart
about 1 month ago it doesn't seem to help should I go ahead and get this chevron treatment you
mentioned and is it better than the STP? Techron is what GM sells for injector cleaning,
repackaged with their label, this is still experimental. OK, is it safe to go ahead and try that even
after just putting a bottle of STP in it just over a month ago? If that STP didn't help it then is the
Chevron that much better and going to maybe fix it? Speaking of techron. I put some of that
techron in it but after driving it two miles and shutting it off at the doctors office it wouldn't start
after getting out of the doctor's office. Early yesterday morning I put a new fuel filter on it
thinking maybe it was getting blocked somewhere in there. After changing the filter and starting
it, it started very rough and I rev'd up the engine to get it to smooth out. At this time the check
engine light started to flash then went solid after several flashes. So after this I took it to
autozone and the light showed a p code misfire, so I had them reset the light thinking it was
caused by the way it started after putting the filter in. Leaving autozone I went to O'reileys and
got that techron and filled the tank with it and headed to the doctors office. When I left the
doctor's office it started rough and it didn't matter how much I tried to rev it up you couldn't
actually here the engine rev but the gauge would move a little, eventually the engine choked and
died. After about an hour of trying to get it started it finally started as I was giving it gas as it
was trying to choke and die. When it finally started to smooth out I got a couple backfires and a
smell and I took it home. I talked to the two mechanics that looked at this as mentioned earlier
in this thread. They want me to bring it back in to have it looked at, but I told them it doesn't do
this constantly and that it probably wouldn't do it while they had it like last time it didn't. So I
can't afford to do that. I had the gaskets replaced and the spark plugs, wires are still the
originals. Doing this didn't fix the root problem. So I talked to a guy at O'reiley's and he said he
thinks it could be a few things. Either a cam sensor, a crank sensor or the ignition coil and
ignition module. What do you think? Please help. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get
involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit
Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros.
August edited April in Oldsmobile. I own a 95 olds cutlass supreme with , miles on it and lately
when I am driving it the car tends to chug. I watch the tachometer needle jump around and
sometimes the car dies. The oil light comes on saying to check oil level. I've done this and the
oil level is full. I have changed the oil on a regular mile basis sometimes less than miles. I've
owned the car for about two years and this past summer is the first time I've had this problem.
I've had a mechanic pull the valve covers off only to find that the valve covers were caked with
crusty black gunk and the drain ports were almost solid to where the oil wasn't able to drain
back into the crankcase. The guy cleaned out the drain ports and the problem stopped for a
while but has returned. Is there anything else that would be inexpensive that I could do to fix the
problem besides pulling the motor and rebuilding it. August You can try a motor flush, but it's
evident that the previous owner ignored changing the oil, thus the sludge on the valve covers,
and the rest of the internals not good! The remaining sludge in the engine may be breaking
loose and clogging the drain holes again. If the Positive Crankcase Valve PCV and hoses are

clogged, the engine is fighting itself with increased internal pressure, causes the chugging and
quitting. BTW, does the engine leak at the gaskets yet? That's another sign the PCV system is
not working. So what to do September I had a second mechanic look at the car and he seems to
think it is an electrical problem. October I am new to checking out older used cars, my husband
always did that. Now I am on my own and checking a '91 Olds Cutlass Supreme, low mileage
40K and one owner who had it dealer maintained. What kind of problems should I expect from
this vehicle? I expect ignition and possibly brakes to be problematic, based on the age of the
vehicle, but I want to be sure that I am not getting an oil-burning, gas guzzling machine in
several more years. I want to hang to this car until I can afford something better, but realistically
I am looking at 3 years. Thanks to all who respond! I don't know it the 91 has the same ABS
system. If the car does not have ABS, then you do not have to worry. Also, the 3. It is a relatively
cheap fix. November It had 38k mi. I now have 90K mi. The drivers airbag was recalled in July of
00' and the parts have not yet got to the dealership to have it replaced, so if you own a 95' or 96'
Cutlass Supreme your airbag has been recalled. Especially if it has the 3. Glad to rid of it! I own
a '95 Cutlass Supreme Convertible with the 3. I will admit, the 3. The suggestion to change the
timing belt above is crucial. I would suggest changing it every 45, miles, not A friend of mine
has a 3. Ever since then I have been paranoid. Other than that, I have had to replaced the
alternator, but thats about it. Otherwise its been a spectacular car. It turns heads and will take
most "rice burners" off the line. As far as the 3. Theres one thing people have to remember, and
that is that cars are a plethora of moving parts. All mechanical devices are prone to failure. Your
only combat is care and maintnence. Remember this the next time you buy the 89 cent target
oil. You are only adding to the problem. Treat your GM well and it will do the same back!
December I own a CS with the 3. I lost mine while blowing around someone at 85 MPH. Mileage
mark, 50K on the nose. Better safe then sorry, replace it before the recommended mileage.
Lesson 2, I rip through a set of front brakes every 10K miles. Manufacturer doesn't matter, so I
started using Raybestos. Keep the old set in the trunk, when it comes time to replace them,
back to the parts store with the old box, exchange for new box Also found a jobber that sells
rotors, So every time I replace the pads, I install a new set of rotors. The job is so easy, and
cheap that after you do it once, you will never pay someone to do it again. Are these new
rotors? And are they worn out or warped at the 10K mile mark when you replace the pads..? I
have loved every minute of it and the car is a joy to drive. Sure, my alternator went out too, but
so did the one on my friends toyota. Does anyone know where to get the backlight bulbs for the
auto climate control? Too bad GM had to kill Oldsmobile I had a '92 2-dr Cutlass Supreme with
the 3. It was a great car but it did have some strange problems. Passenger door did not fit
properly on the car and would always rattle when it was cold out. But the real problem with the
car was that it would stall after about fifteen minutes of driving, when you slowed to a near stop.
I think that long term short distance driving had caused a lot of gun to build up in the throttle
body and intake manifold. Seven and a-half years and only 47K miles I sold it. I've had my 95
Cutlass Supreme Conv since new. Now K. Within 30 days of buying, the car would not
accelerate to get out into traffic. Many times into dealers. They finally listened to me and
changed the elect fuel pump in the tank. Presto, no more problems since. Two alternators, two
batteries. OK when warm. Had to replace the lower intake manifold gasket. No visible signs of
damage on the gasket but the dealer told me what it was, and after the change, everything was
great. Now problem of leaking at oil pump shaft area on top of motor at edge of head. Thinking
of selling her. By the way, talk about living on borrowed time, I had never replaced the timing
belt, but am well aware of costs. January I seem to be developing a leak on the crimped fittings
on the trans side. A friend told me his 95 lumina 3. Anyone with any information will be greatly
appreciated as the car is in VERY good condition and I would like to keep it that way. I did have
a slight motor oil leak and had to have the intake gaskets and oil pump shaft where the
distributer used to be "o" ring replaced. Also replaced the plastic valve covers with factory
replacement aluminum ones. So far, no more problems. Are you saying the lines where the
rubber and metal tranmission lines join are leaking? I have a '91 cutlass supreme intl. I bought a
Cutlass Supreme SL in Another problem I had was that the door switch that turns off the interior
light went bad. Not sure, but it's good now. Lastly my power antenna is stuck in the up position.
If anyone has an idea on how to fix, let me know. Despite these problems, I love this car. It has a
3. It has plenty of power, and corners nicely. I only wihs it was a convertible. I purchased this
car in Jan. The car is a beautiful car with just one problem. It's costing me money! One week
after I purchased the car I had to replace the alternator. Then three months later came the
brakes and tires. Ok no problem on the tires and brakes. So the car seems alright now, forward
to November. It starts making a noise from under the hood. Sounds Like bearings to me, and
guess what in December the air compressor locks up the engine. My battery light goes down
and I take it to Sears and get the battery that they said was bad replaced and the next day the

car is broke down on the side of the road and to my amazement another alternator. Get it
replaced and now 4 days later another terrible sound comes about every other hour. Sounds
like the same noise just when the air compressor started going out. Does anyone have any type
of the same problems that iI have? I am in the process of buying a 95 CS from Carmax. It is a
real creampuff with only 27K miles. I returned it to Carmax for service within the 5 day return
period because of a weird problem. When standing at a stoplite, if you take your foot off the
brake, but DO NOT step on the gas, the car jitter-bugs forward. Does anyone else have this
symptom?? Have you gotten it fixed or learned to live with it?? Does anyone know where I can
get a interior light diagram for a 95 Olds Cutlass Supreme on-line? Try batauto. February You
have to enter the year,make,model,engine size ect. You can print all information. There is an
example vehicle on the site so you can get an idea of what kind of information you can get. The
web-address is Anyone notice the common theme here? Failure of alternators seems to be an
all too common problem with GM cars. Anyone know why they can't design an alternator to last
over k, let alone 50k?? These alternator problems are not ordinary among other cars. Examples:
my mom's 86 Accord never needed an alternator in K, her current 92 Accord's alternator lasted
K, my 84 VW Rabbit's alternator lasted 14 years and around K, and my dad's 66 Ford Fairlane is
still running on its original alternator after 35 years and over K. There is no excuse why GM
can't make their alternators last longer. It's a simple case of poor quality control. Shame on
them for causing you people to have to spend hard-earned money on repairs that shouldn't
happen at such an early age. March Go to Auto zone and buy an alternator with a lifetime
warranty. My 95 also does the little dance from the stoplight when you let off the brake. I think
this has been a very good vehicle and would not even hesitate to buy another one. April My
Cutlass Calais 31K miles has developed this new problem: it dies when I come to a stop. It
starts right up again but, as soon as i shift out of park, it dies again. Someone else suggested
that it may be the TEC switch saying that front-wheel drive Olds of this vintage are prone to
stalling that has to do with the car transmission not gearing down after going 35 mphor
something like that! The symptoms you mention are typical of a stuck torque converter clutch
TCC solenoid in the transaxle. Although you didn't specify the transaxle type, it's more
prevalent on the 3 speed THM models. Typical symptoms are engine stalling when coming to a
stop, restarts but stalls when shifted into gear, ok if the car sits minutes, usually occurs after
miles higher speed operation, may be intermittent. Basic, easy repair that any transmission
shop or good general repair facility can handle. The TCC solenoid in the transaxle end cover
requires replacement, and have the lower pan removed and the fluid and filter changed while
you're at it to remove the ferrous particles that are contaminating the solenoid. May Good luck
with the repair. Post back and let us know how it turns out. Thanks for the update. Good to hear
you have your problem resolved. She took it to the Olds dealer and was told it was the wireing
harness. This sounds like a bit m
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uch to me. Can anyone tell me what the going rate is for the installation of the wireing harness.
This is the double overhead cam-duel exhaust 3. Which diagnostic trouble code was retrieved?
Did they specify which wiring harness requires replacement, or do you mean spark plug wires?
My daughter lives in another state so I'm not sure about the code. She called around to the
different GM dealers and got about the same price. I assumed it was the spark plug wireing
harness. They said the harness was She told them to go ahead and replace the plugs while they
had all that disconnected. June I have a Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera with the 2. I have miles on it
and wanted to get some opinions about the timing chain from people who own old Oldsmobiles.
Although it's OK right now, my brother keeps telling me that I should get it changed, because he
believes it is going to break soon due to my car's age. If you have an old Olds, please let me
know if the timing chain broke on you and at what mileage.

